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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Water Management Program's goals are to sustain a healthy water resource through
anticipating and planning for water uses. Water Allocation Plans are a means of identifying water
demands and ensuring that water use is compatible with the goals of a sustainable environment.
The advantages are:

1.

Water Management's position on water allocation decisions is available to applicants and
public.

2.

Response time is reduced.

3.

Eliminates the need for individual studies and reports on each application.

4.

Consistency of decisions are improved.

5.

Specific allocation directions and decisions are defined.

6.

Plans are more comprehensive.

7.

Eliminates the need for referrals on individual applications.

The Vancouver Island Region developed the following policy to provide water allocation direction:
Regional Policy:

The region shall be subdivided into watershed areas and a water allocation plan shall
be prepared for each watershed area. Water licence decisions will be made in accordance
with approved plans.

Assessments undertaken as part of the water allocation planning process include identifying

the surface water resources available, the instream requirements for fish, the existing and potential
licencable water demands and providing direction regarding further water licence allocations.
Input may be sought from other agencies. Referrals go to Federal & Provincial Fisheries
agencies and to Water Management in Victoria.
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2.0

GENERAL WATERSHED INFORMATION

2.1

Geography and Morphology

The Sooke Water Allocation Plan Area (Figure 1) is located on the southern tip of Vancouver
Island in the Coastal Douglas-fir and Cedar-Hemlock biogeoclimatic zones. The area lies to the
west of Saanich Inlet and Greater Victoria while including the communities of Colwood, Metchosin
and Sooke. The plan area has an average length of 35 km and width ranging from 12 km to 25 km.
The western boundary runs north-south from Weeks Lake to Otter Point. The northern boundary
lies in the area near Mount Lazar and Grant Lake. The eastern boundary lies between Sooke Lake
and Shawnigan Lake aligned in a north - south direction and then follows a south-easterly direction
from Jack Lake to Esquimalt Lagoon. Most of the drainage flows in a southerly direction towards
the Strait of Juan de Fuca which is the southern boundary of the plan area.

Found in the northern portion of the plan area is Survey Mountain. At 942 metres it is the highest
point found in the allocation plan area. The elevation of the land decreases toward the southern
portion of the plan area. There are a number of lakes distributed throughout the plan area; Sooke
Lake is the largest of these with a surface area of 428 ha.

2.2

Climate

The Sooke Water Allocation Plan area is characterized by warm, relatively dry summers and mild
wet winters. Climatic normals have been derived using information from Environment Canada's,
Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) stations. The information collected from the AES station

located in Sooke represent climatic averages from 1951 -1980 (Appendix A). The warmest month

is August with an average temperature of 14.2°C. The coolest is January with an average of 3.8°C.
The overall mean temperature for the year is 9.1°C.

Precipitation in the region is low during the summer months and high throughout the winter
months. Information on this subject is available in the Precipitation segment of the Hydrology
section, as well as in Appendix A. The low precipitation during the summer months, coupled with
high evaporation rates causes the plan area to experience a moisture deficit in the summer.

2.3

r

Geology

The plan area varies from low-lying agricultural land in the east to hilly in the western and northern

regions with materials consisting mostly of thin colluvial veneers overlying bedrock outcrops.

Glaciation during the Pleistocene epoch was the most influential mechanism in forming the local

landscape. Unconsolidated sands, gravel and tills (boulder clays) are commonly found within the
area.

2.4

History and Development

The first people to inhabit the southern coast of Vancouver Island were the Coast Salish. Known as
the T'SOU-KE, which refers to a species of stickleback fish found in the Sooke Basin, these people
hunted and fished the local area. With the establishment of a Hudson's Bay Company fort in
Victoria immigration and settlement of Europeans followed around the mid 19th century. The main
industry was logging and fishing with a brief history of mining in East Sooke and Leechtown. The
agricultural land in Metchosin is home to a more rural farming community. Today the population of
over 30,000 is made up of descendants from the original native population and the first settlers as
well as many others originating from other places in the country and various parts of the world. The

traditional industries still exist, however, tourism has become an important factor in the areas local
economy.

Continuing development pressures due to urban expansion are increasing the demand upon the
areas natural resources. Sooke Lake serves as a source of water for Greater Victoria. With the
increasing population the demand upon the fresh water resources within the plan area is expected to
increase and diligent monitoring and responsible management of this resource is paramount.
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2.5

Significant Drainage Areas

For the purpose of assessing water supplies for allocation demands, the Sooke Water Allocation

Plan area has been divided into significant drainage areas. These areas were digitized using 1:50000
NTS maps. The following table and Figure 2 illustrate these drainage areas.

3.0

HYDROLOGY

3.1

Precipitation

Data collected at the Sooke Atmospheric Environmental Service (AES) station from 1970 to 1990
was used to determine monthly precipitation normals for the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area.
Appendix A and the following graph (Figure 3) illustrate the normals for this area.
The mean total annual precipitation is 1265.8 mm (49.8 inches). The minimum mean monthly
precipitation is 22.2 mm (0.87 inches) and occurs in July, while the mean maximum monthly

precipitation occurs in November with a value of 229.1 mm (9.0 inches). The mean number of days
with measurable precipitation is 155 (151 mean days of rain and 6 days of snow).

Sooke AES Station Precipitation Normals 1970 -1990

(48°22'N 123° 44'W, 27m)
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Month
Total Annual Precipitation = 1265.8 mm

Figure 3
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3.2

Hydrometric Information

There are 9 Water Survey Canada (WSC) hydrometric stations within the Sooke Water
Allocation Plan area as listed in the following table.

The discharge records of the above WSC hydrometric stations within the plan area are

summarized in Appendix B. The locations of these hydrometric stations and the Sooke AES
climatic station are illustrated in Figure 4.

The Sooke River WSC hydrometric stations are regulated through a dam and controls at Sooke
Lake. De Mameil Creek at the Mouth (08HA025) and Veitch Creek at the Mouth (08HA023) are
seasonal flow hydrometric stations with records only for April through September. Quarantine
Lake near Metchosin (08HA041) and Kemp Lake near Sooke (08HA012) are lake level
hydrometric stations. Only Leech River at the Mouth (08HA017) has two years (1965-66) of
complete annual flow records.

As there is limited annual flow information within the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area, the
hydrology for most drainages must be inferred from WSC hydrometric stations within and
outside of the plan area. The following table lists the WSC hydrometric stations used to estimate
or extend the estimate of the mean monthly and mean annual discharges for significant drainages
within the plan area.

The discharge per square kilometre was estimated for the mean monthly and mean annual flow
for the above WSC stations. The estimated discharge per square kilometre are in the following
table.

For each identified significant watershed without annual discharge records, the average discharge
per square kilometre noted above were multiplied by the drainage area to obtain an estimate of
the mean monthly discharges (MMD) and mean annual discharge (MAD). The seasonal WSC
hydrometric records on Veitch, De Mamiel and Tugwell Creeks along with miscellaneous stream

flow measurements were used to modify the estimated mean monthly discharges. The
miscellaneous stream flow and lake level records available related to water licences and
provincial low flow monitoring studies are summarized in Appendix C.

3.2.1

Latoria Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Latoria Creek is 3.4 km2.
The flow measurements for Latoria Creek were adjusted using the format outlined in the Veitch
Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:

3.2.2

Ruby Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Ruby Creek is 1.1 km2.
The flow measurements for Ruby Creek were adjusted using the format outlined in the Veitch
Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.3

Bilston Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Bilston Creek is 30 km2. Cole, Hewitt, Metchosin and Pilgrim
Creek are located within the Bilston Creek watershed.
Due to the close proximity and similar characteristics of Bilston Creek to Veitch Creek the mean
monthly discharge flows per square kilometre were modified for Bilston Creek as described in
the section on Veitch Creek.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:

PSTT

3.2.4

Quarantine Brook Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Quarantine Brook is 1.0 km2. Quarantine Lake flows into
Quarantine Brook.

The flow measurements for Quarantine Brook were adjusted using the format outlined in the
Veitch Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.5

Matheson Lake Drainage Area

The estimated drainage area of Matheson Lake is 9.0 km2. Matheson Lake drains into Roche
Cove.

The flow measurements for the Matheson Lake drainage area were adjusted using the format
outlined in the Veitch Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:

3.2.6

Gillespie Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Gillespie Creek is 0.8 km2.
The discharges were calculated as described in the Veitch Creek section of this report.
The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.7

Veitch Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Veitch Creek is 24.6 km2. Blinkhorn Lake, located in this
drainage area, is a tributary to Veitch Creek.

The Veitch Creek WSC hydrometric station, 08HA023, is located at the mouth of the creek.
Records are available for the period of July - September 1969 and April - September 1970.
The discharge per square kilometre of the June - September flows on Veitch Creek is
approximately 9% of the discharge per square kilometre as previously estimated for the plan area.
Therefore, the Veitch Creek discharge runoff per square kilometre during the low flow months of
June - September were reduced to 9% of the average discharge per square kilometre. The mean

annual discharge, estimated from the average annual WSC hydrometric station discharge runoff
per square kilometre, is assumed to be reliable. Therefore, the mean monthly discharge flows of
October - May were adjusted approximately 2% higher to compensate for the lower summer
mean monthly discharge flows. This accommodates for the rapid runoff and greater flow during
the wetter months of October - May, and lower flow during the dryer months of June - September
than originally estimated using the average monthly discharge runoff per square kilometre.
The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:

m
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Veitch Creek - 08HA023

Mean Monthly Flows 1969 -1970
2000
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Mean Annual Discharge = 7401/s

Figure 5

3.2.8

Ayum Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Ayum Creek is 13.7 km2. Glinz Lake is located within the Ayum
Creek drainage area.

Due to the close proximity and similar characteristics of Ayum Creek to Veitch Creek the mean

monthly discharge flows per square kilometre were modified for Ayum Creek as described in the
section on Veitch Creek.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.9

Sooke River Drainage

The estimated drainage area of the Sooke River is 363.5 km2. The Sooke River drainage is the
largest drainage area in the plan area. Deception Gulch, Council Creek, Leech River, Old Wolf
Creek, Gollege Creek, Mary Vine Creek and Charters River are significant tributaries to the

Sooke River in the Sooke River drainage area. De Mamiel Creek is tributary to the Sooke River
near the mouth and is therefore not included in the Sooke River drainage area.

Weeks Lake, Jarvis Lake, Begbie Lake, Sooke Lake, Council Lake, MacDonald Lake, Boulder
Lake, Old Wolf Lake, Penden Lake, Shields Lake, Grass Lake, Boneyard Lake and Horton Lake
are significant lakes in the Sooke River drainage. Sooke Lake, with a surface area of 428
hectares and a volume of 86,600 dam3, is the by far the largest lake in the plan area.
y^i

There are five WSC hydrometric stations in the Sooke River drainage area; including Sooke
tmzs

River near Sooke Lake (08HAO05), Sooke River (Victoria Water Supply) (08HA006), Sooke
River above Todd Creek (08HA018), Sooke River above Charters River (08HA059) and Leech
River at the Mouth (08HA017). As noted earlier, all the Sooke River WSC hydrometric stations
are regulated through a dam and controls at Sooke Lake. Only the Leech River at the Mouth
(08HA017) WSC hydrometric station is not significantly regulated. The following table and
figure summarize and illustrate the mean monthly and mean annual discharges.
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Sooke River WSC Discharge
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Figure 6
Sooke River above Charters River (08HA059) provides the best estimate of the total regulated

flow in the Sooke River drainage area. A flow estimate for the Charters River was added to the
Sooke River above Charters River (08HA059) flow to determine the total flow from the Sooke
River drainage. Although a minor portion of the watershed drains into the Sooke River below
Charters River, the additional flow is minor and is not significant relative to this allocation plan.
The following table summarizes the mean monthly and mean annual discharge for the Sooke
River drainage.
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The following figure illustrates the mean monthly discharges for the Sooke River drainage.

Figure 7

3.2.10 De Mamiel Creek Drainage
psrs

The estimated drainage area of De Mamiel Creek is 39.9 km2. Young, McKenzie and Poirier
Lakes, located in this drainage area, are tributaries to De Mamiel Creek.

The De Mamiel Creek WSC hydrometric station, 08HA025, is located at the mouth of the creek
and is used to estimate the mean monthly flows for the period of April - September. The mean
annual and mean monthly discharges for the October - March period were determined by using

the discharge per square kilometre previously estimated for the plan area. The October - March
mean monthly flows were adjusted higher to account for the estimated MAD.
The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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De Mamiel Creek - 08HA025

Mean Monthly Flows 1970 -1974 (April - September)
3S00
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Mean Annual Discharge = 11971/s

Figure 8

3.2.11 Nott Brook Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Nott Brook is 9.1 km2.
The flow measurements for Nott Brook were adjusted using the format outlined in the Veitch
Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.12 Kemp Stream Drainage

The estimated drainage area of Kemp Stream is 6.2 km2. Kemp Lake, located in this drainage
area, is a tributary to Kemp Stream.

The flow measurements for Kemp Stream were adjusted using the format outlined in the Veitch
Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:

3.2.13 King Creek Drainage

The estimated drainage area of King Creek is 6.4 km2.
The flow measurements for King Creek were adjusted using the format outlined in the Veitch
Creek section of this report.

The mean monthly discharge and mean annual discharge (MAD) flow estimates are in the
following table:
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3.2.14 Other Drainages

Flow in other drainages not within the identified significant drainage areas above, may be
calculated from the average discharge runoff per square kilometre, noted above, multiplied by the
drainage area.
3.3

Lakes

The following table summarizes the available data for significant lakes located in the Sooke
Water Allocation Plan area.

During the summer months approximately 0.3 m (1 ft) of water may be lost over the surface of the water
body due to evaporation.
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4.0

INSTREAM FLOW REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the natural stream environment and instream uses is of paramount importance for

present and future generations. Maintaining water for the fisheries resource is a key factor in
maintaining instream flow requirements for water quality, wildlife, recreational, aesthetic and
cultural values. The Ministry of Environment Provincial policy is:

In situations where a water allocation decision will significantly impact instream
uses of water, the comptroller or regional water manager may refuse the application
or include water licence conditions to protect the instream use.

Instream fisheries flow requirements are based on a provincialiy modified version of the Tennant
(Montana) Method. The following table outlines the modified version used within the Sooke
Water Allocation Plan area.

In drainage's where fish are present, the minimum flow required to sustain the fisheries resource
for fair spawning and rearing habitat is 10% of the Mean Annual Discharge (MAD). Therefore,
the Regional policies to implement the Provincial policy are:

The minimum flow required to sustain the fisheries resources for spawning and
rearing is 10% of the Mean Annual Discharge (MAD); unless a more rigorous
analysis indicates a different minimum flow requirement

For streams where the natural mean monthly flow falls below 10% of the MAD,
extractive licensed demands should only be allowed for the period of months when
the mean monthly flow is above 60% of the MAD.
For streams where the mean 7-day average low flow falls below 10% of the MAD,

extractive demands should only be allowed for the period of months when the mean
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monthly flow is above 60% of the MAD. Where the mean 7-day average low flow
remains above 10%, then the 7-day low flow amount above 10% MAD is available.
Withdrawals from natural water bodies (lakes, ponds, swamps and marshes)

supporting natural fisheries resources shall not reduce the shoal area more than
10%.

Figure 10 illustrates fish habitat within the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area.

4.1

Latoria Creek Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the

Latoria Creek

Latoria Creek drainage.

Mean Monthly Flows
Figure
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Mean Annual Discharge (MAD) = 102 l/s

(61
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Figure 10

flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus,
water is only available from Latoria Creek during the months of November through April. The

estimated volume of water available for this period is 2016 dam3.
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4.2

Bilston Creek Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the

Bilston Creek

Bilston Creek drainage.

Mean Monthly Flows

Figure 11 illustrates that the
estimated mean monthly flow
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Figure 11
October have mean monthly
flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus,

water is only available from Bilston Creek during the months of November through April. The

estimated volume of water available for this period is 17820 dam3.
4.3

Matheson Lake drainage into Roche Cove Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the
Matheson Lake drainage area.

Mean Monthly Flows
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Figure 12

and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus, water is only available during
the months of November through April. The estimated volume of water available for this period

is 5305 dam3.
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4.4

Veitch Creek Instream Requirements

There is fish present in the

Veitch Creek

Vietch Creek drainage.

Mean Monthly Flows

Figure 13 illustrates that the
estimated mean monthly flow
in Veitch Creek falls below
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(444

Mean Annual Discharge (MAD) = 740 l/s

May

through Figure 13
October have mean monthly
flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus,
water is only available from Veitch Creek during the months of November through April. The

estimated volume of water available for this period is 14568 dam3.

4.5

Ayum Creek Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the
Ayum Creek

Ayum Creek drainage.

Figure 14 illustrates that the
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litres/second). May, June, July,
August,

September

and

October have mean monthly flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-

extractive low flow period. Thus, water is only available from Ayum Creek during the months of

November through April. The estimated volume of water available for this period is 8081 dam3.
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4.6

Sooke River Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the Sooke River drainage.
During the hearing for the Greater Victoria Water District's (GVWD) water licence application
in 1979, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) provided reports and studies regarding
the instream flow requirements of salmon in the Sooke River. DFO argued that the GVWD
should not be allowed to divert water from the Leech River when the flow in the Sooke River

above Charters River (08HA059) was less than 5.66 m3/sec (200 ft3/sec). The Comptroller of
Water Rights agreed and wrote this requirement into the GVWD's water licence on the Leech

River. This requirement is a de facto instream minimum flow requirement for the Sooke River
drainage. Therefore, this more rigorous analysis has determined that the minimum flow required

to maintain the fish resource in the Sooke River is 5.66 mVsec (200 ft'/sec) in the Sooke River
drainage.

Sooke River Drainage
Mean Monthly Flows

Instream Flow Requirement

5.66mVsec(200frYsec)
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Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov
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Month
Mean Annual Discbarge (MAD) = 10600 l/s

Figure 15

The above figure illustrates that the Sooke River drainage mean monthly flows from May
through October fall below the 5.66 mVsec (200 ft3/sec) required to maintain the fisheries
resource. Water is only available for extractive use during the months of November through
April. The estimated volume of water available from November through April is 205,620 dam3.
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4.7

De Mamiel Creek Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the De
Mamiel Creek drainage.
Figure

16 illustrates that the

estimated mean monthly flow

in

De

Mamiel

Creek

falls

below 10% of the mean annual

discharge (MAD) during the
months June, July, August and

September.
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is

only
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during months when the mean
monthly discharge
than

60%

is

greater
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(718

litres/second).
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mean

monthly

have

Figure 16

flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus,
water is only available from De Mamiel Creek during the months of November through April.

The estimated volume of water available for this period is 23619 dam3.

4.8

Nott Brook Instream Requirements

Observations

have

indicated
Nott Brook

that there are fish present in
Nott Brook. However, the type

of fish and the extent of fish
habitat

is

not

known

Mean Monthly Flows
700

and

therefore is not illustrated in
Figure 9.

Figure 17 illustrates that the
estimated mean monthly flow
in Nott Brook falls below 10%
of the mean annual discharge
(MAD) during the months
June,

July,

September.
available

August
Water

for

is

extractive

Jan

use

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Nov

Month

and
only

Feb

Mean Annual Discharge (MAD) = 273 l/s

Figure 17

during months when the mean monthly discharge is greater than 60% MAD (164 litres/second).
May through September have mean monthly flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up
the non-extractive low flow period. Thus, water is only available from Nott Brook during the
28
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months of October through April. The estimated volume of water available for this period is

3611 dam3.

4.9

Kemp Stream Instream Requirements

There are fish present in the

Kemp Stream

Kemp Stream drainage.

Mean Monthly Flows
Figure

18 illustrates that the

estimated mean monthly flow
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Figure 18

flows less than 60% MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus,
water is only available from Kemp Stream during the months of October through April. The

estimated volume of water available for this period is 3530 dam3.

4.10

King Creek Instream Requirements

Observations

have

indicated

that there are fish present in
King Creek. However, the type
of fish and the extent of fish
habitat

is

not

known

and

therefore is not illustrated in
Figure 9.
Figure

19 illustrates that the

estimated mean monthly flow
in King Creek falls below 10%
of the mean annual discharge
(MAD)

June,

during

July,

September.

the

months

August
Water

is

and
only

Figure 19
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available for extractive use during months when the mean monthly discharge is greater than 60%

MAD (115 litres/second). May through September have mean monthly flows less than 60%
MAD and, therefore, make up the non-extractive low flow period. Thus, water is only available
from King Creek during the months of October through April. The estimated volume of water

available for this period is 3580 dam3.

4.11

Other Drainages

Various other small drainages not identified above may support fish populations. Where fish are

identified, water will only be available from those drainages during the period when the mean
monthly flow is greater than 60% MAD. Estimated flows and 60% MAD can be determined
using procedures identified above.
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5.0

WATER DEMAND

5.1

Licenced Demand

There are 287 water licences

Number of Water Licences

currently (May 1996) within
the Sooke Water Allocation

Plan
area.
Figure
20
illustrates the number of
water licences issued for each
purpose for the water within
the

plan

area.
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largest annual water demand is for municipal waterworks (28%), followed by land improvements

(7%), conservation (1%), residential power (1%) and other (1%). Other consists of domestic
(0.08%), industrial (0.15%), irrigation (0.29%) and mining (0.48%) purposes.

Annual licenced water demands within the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area are detailed in
Appendix D and summarized in the following table.

* Assumes that domestic, waterworks and residential power are the authourized maximum daily licenced amount
divided by 2 to estimate the average daily demand, then multiplied by 365.25 days to determine the annual demand.
Industrial (camps) are based on an estimated 90 day period demand assuming that demands are totally withdrawn

over the 90 day period. Industrial (enterprise, ponds, processing, res. lawn/garden, stockwatering, and watering),
storage, land improvement, conservation, mining and irrigation represent total annual licenced volumes.
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The low flow licenced water demand may be critical between competing water uses and instream
flow requirements to maintain the fish resources. The estimated low flow licenced demand for
each identified drainage area and for other drainages in the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area are
summarized in Appendix E and the following table.

♦Based on an estimated licenced water demand assuming that: irrigation and industrial demands are totally
withdrawn over a 90 day period; domestic and municipal waterworks demands are the authourized maximum daily
amount for 90 days; authourized storage balances demand and results in a negative demand over 90 days; land
improvement and conservation are non-consumptive and, therefore, have no demand.
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5.2

Projected Demand

There are 23 water licence applications pending as of May 1996. The potential annual water
demand and the purposes of these existing applications are detailed in Appendix F and
summarized in the following table.

* Assumes that domestic are the authourized maximum daily licenced amount divided by 2 to estimate the average
daily demand, then multiplied by 365.25 days to determine the annual demand. Industrial (camps) are based on an
estimated 90 day period demand assuming that demands are totally withdrawn over the 90 day period. Industrial

(truck washing, and watering), land improvement, conservation, storage and irrigation represent total annual licenced
volumes.

Most future water demands are anticipated to be similar to existing licenced water demands.
Waterworks, domestic, industrial, irrigation and land improvement licences will increase in
number as the population of the plan area expands. Conservation purpose demands will increase
as conservation groups and fish agencies attempt to preserve and protect fish and wildlife habitat
from urban encroachment and destruction. Storage of winter high flows will be required to
support water requirements during the summer low flow period.
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6.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For the most part the drainages within the plan area have a low flow period from May through to

October. Exceptions to this are Kemp Creek, King Stream and Nott Brook which have low flow
periods from May through September. The minimum mean monthly flow occurs in August and
ranges from 0 litres/second (Latoria Creek, Quarantine Brook and Ruby Creek) to 440
litres/second (Sooke River).

High flow periods, in which mean monthly flows are greater than 60% of the mean annual
discharge, generally occur from November through April with the exceptions noted above.
Therefore, mere is considerable flow available for part of the year to develop supporting storage
for water demands during the low flow months. The maximum mean monthly flow occurs in
December and ranges from 70 litres/second (Quarantine Brook) to 24910 litres/second (Sooke
River).

Many drainages within the plan area support the spawning and rearing of anadromous fish such
as salmon and sea-run Cutthroat trout. As well, there are resident fish such as Rainbow and
Cutthroat trout in many of the streams and lakes within the plan area. There is no indication of
fish presence in Gillespie Creek and Quarantine Brook drainages and therefore no requirement to
maintain water in these drainages for fish.

Fish and debris screens are part of good intake design and shall be required on all intake or
diversion works within identified fish habitat areas. Fish passage provisions for both juvenile and
adult fish are required on all storage dams or diversion works constructed on sources frequented
by fish. Appendix G contains information on fish screening requirements.

Instream works are to be constructed only during the period specified by the fisheries agencies to
minimize impacts on the fish resources. Instream works will normally only be approved for
construction during June - September.

The licenced water demand within the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area consists of
Conservation, Domestic, Industrial, Irrigation, Land Improvement, Mining, Residential Power,
Storage and Waterworks purpose licences. Domestic purposes hold the majority of the water
licences within the area; however, these demands do not significantly impact other water
interests, except where there is a local competing water demand conflict. The largest water
demands are for storage and community waterworks purposes.
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The following table summarizes the water available for the identified significant drainage areas,

not accounting for existing licenced water demand.

♦High Flow is the quantity of water available above 60% MAD during the period from November through April,

except Kemp Creek, King Stream and Nott Brook with high flows from October through April and Leech River from
October through May.

**Low Flow is the minimum mean monthly flow of water available during the low period.

6.1

Domestic

A domestic water licence shall be 2273 litres/day (500 gpd) for each rural dwelling as indicated
on the plan attached to the water licence application. This amount will allow for the maintenance

of 0.10 hectares (0.25 acres) of garden area associated with the dwelling. It is not appropriate,
where the primary source of domestic water supply is insufficient, to issue additional water
licences for the maintenance of green lawns and gardens.

Domestic water licences shall not be issued to provide evidence to subdivision approval
authourities of an "adequate potable water supply" for subdivision development. Residential land
subdivisions shall be encouraged to connect to existing community water supply systems.
To ensure an adequate domestic water supply for household uses, applicants should be prepared

to develop storage or to use naturally stored water from lakes or marshes. For the average daily
demand of 1136.5 litres/day (250 gpd) for a four month period (June - September; 122 days) a
volume of 0.139 dam3 (4900 ft3) is required. This requires a reservoir or dugout approximately
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8 m (26 ft) long by 5.5 m (18 ft) wide, with an average depth of 3.5 m (11.5 ft), allowing 0.3 m

(1 ft) for evaporation loss over the surface of the reservoir.
Dimple springs or springs that are not directly connected by a surface channel to a stream may

not require supporting storage if the spring can supply at least 2,273 litres/day (500 gpd) during
the months of June through September. The applicant shall provide adequate pump tests and

measurements during this period to determine the safe flow yield. Multiple domestic water
licences on a spring will only be allowed if the applicant can provide assurances that adequate

water is available by determining the safe flow yield near the end of the low flow period (i.e.
pump test in August or September) and by satisfying any written concerns and objections of any
existing water licencees. Springs with a surface shannel connecting to a stream should be
prepared to develop storage.
pjt

A water licence for domestic use shall not be issued to a residence within a community water
supply area unless written leave to do so is obtained from the community water supply agency.
Measuring or regulating (i.e. metering) is not usually necessary with domestic water usage. An
adequate screen shall be installed on the intake to prevent fish or debris from entering the works.

6.2

Waterworks

Waterworks purpose in the Water Act is the carriage or supply of water by a municipality
improvement district, regional district or private utility for the purpose of providing water to a
residential area.

As Greater Victoria and the Sooke Water Allocation Plan area are further developed and the
population expands the demand for waterworks will increase.

Applicants for a waterworks licence shall be required to assess the supply for a ten year projected
demand and provide evidence that the projected demand is not excessive in comparison with
adjoining community demands, that water conservation is being promoted (i.e. residential meters,
pricing practices, education) and that adequate system balancing storage (i.e. volume difference

between maximum hour and maximum daily demands) will be constructed or is available for
peek hour demands. Water Utilities will also have to provide evidence that the appropriate
requirements for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) have been met and a

CPCN will be obtained. Licenced allocations will be limited to a 10 year projected demand
except where the applicant can provide satisfactory evidence that a longer projection period is
required (i.e. because the cost of construction of works must be amortised over a longer period).

The licencee shall be required to meter and record the water diverted from the source stream. The
licencee shall be required to treat the water supply in accordance with the Ministry of Health
requirements. All waterworks licences will require storage to support demand.

r
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Storage and diversion structures must be capable of maintaining or improving existing low flows
during the low flow period and maintaining fish passage where required.

6.3

Irrigation

The soil type, crop rooting depth and climatic characteristics determine the water requirements

for irrigation. The irrigation demands for different crops and their rooting depths along with the
water availability coefficient are classified into two categories, shallow (0.5 metre) and deep (1.0
metre) effective rooting depths. The available water storage capacity (AWSC) was estimated for
shallow and deep root zone depth for the soil types present within the plan area. Where
composites of two or three soil associations are intermixed or occupy such small areas that they
cannot be separated at the scale of mapping, only the predominant soil association was
considered. Areas identified as predominately rock outcrop, coastal beach or tidal flats were
assumed to have no potential irrigation demand.

Figure 22 indicates the annual irrigation water requirements for various soil groups within the
plan area.

If the applicant for a water licence can provide more specific soil assessment and irrigation
requirement information for a given area, that soil assessment and irrigation requirement may be
used to assess irrigation demands.

It should be noted that these annual irrigation water requirements are for sprinkler irrigation
systems only.

Irrigation gun or flood irrigation systems may require greater irrigation quantities and should be

discouraged. In the case where irrigation gun or flood irrigation practices are to be used suitable
meters shall be installed and water withdrawals limited to the equivalent annual irrigation
requirements for sprinkler systems. As the equivalent annual irrigation water requirements for
sprinkler systems may not be adequate to sustain crops using these less efficient methods of
irrigation, the applicant may be required to reduce crops, limit the acreage irrigated or convert to
a more efficient irrigation system. Trickle irrigation can reduce water requirements by 35% and
should be encouraged where practical.
All irrigation water demands must be supported by off-stream storage development. Storage

required to support irrigation demands is the total required amount as per crop and soils, plus an
additional allowance for evaporation and other losses from the storage reservoir. Diversion into

storage will be authourized for the period that the mean monthly flow are above 60% MAD
(November - April).
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The maximum irrigation system flow rate shall not exceed 19.1 litres/second (4.2 imperial

gallons/second) per 0.4 hectares (1 acre), and irrigators are encouraged to employ good
agricultural practices (field size, system selection and farm management) to conserve water. The
authourized period of use for irrigation shall be from April 1 to September 30.
As noted above, all intake works in fish bearing waters shall be screened to prevent fish and
debris from entering the intake.

6.4

Industrial and Commercial

The industrial water licences and water licence applications within the plan area are demands
associated with camps, enterprise, ponds, processing, residential lawn gardening, stock watering
truck washing and watering.

Commercial fish hatcheries and/or rearing purposes shall require an industrial water licence. Use
of water by government and non-profit organizations will be licenced as conservation purpose.

Information on fish species and size, water temperature requirements and operating methods will
be required in support of an application for water licence. Fish Farm and Waste Management
Permits will also be required. Off-stream storage is required for fish ponds associated with
commercial fish farming.

Golf course watering is essentially an irrigation water demand except that the watering is not
limited to the irrigation period of April to September. The quantity of water required should be
determined as previously stated in the irrigation section. Except for the period of water
withdrawal, which shall be the whole year, the same requirements and conditions as irrigation
demands shall apply. Off-stream storage is required to support these demands. Diversion into
storage will be authourized for the period that the mean monthly flow are above 60% MAD
(November - April).

Cattle or livestock watering requiring more than 450 litres/day (100 gpd) are to be considered an
Industrial (Agricultural/Stockwatering) demand. Cattle or livestock requiring 450 litres/day (100
gpd) or less will be considered a Domestic (Livestock) demand. Estimated amounts of water
required for livestock watering demands are listed in the following table.
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Industrial demands related to commercial and resort development should be handled similar to
multiple domestic demands with the same requirements.

6.5

Storage

Storage purpose is the impoundment of water, either on-stream or off-stream in a dugout or
behind a dam. In the event that a large storage development to support a major water demand

(e.g. hydro power, pulp and paper, community waterworks) is proposed a more specific supply
versus demand and environmental impact assessment will be required.
The storage quantity required to support the smaller water demands of domestic, industrial and

irrigation uses shall be the low flow period volume of the water demand plus an additional

allowance of 0.3 metres (1 foot) depth over the surface area of the storage reservoir for
evaporation and other losses. Off-stream storage in a dugout will be required for these demands

in most cases. Storage in swamps or natural depressions may be considered where fish and
wildlife are not adversely impacted or where the natural habitat is enhanced.
The water licence applicant will be required to complete an adequate report for "Dam and
Reservoir Information Required in Support of a Water Licence Application for Storage Purpose
(Schedule 2)". If the required report is not provided the application will be refused.
Diversion of water into off-stream storage will be during the high flow period. Provision to

maintain flows during the low flow period shall be required for all in-stream storage reservoirs.
The applicant must obtain written agreement, a right of way or an easement for works or flooding
of other lands.

Fish passage is required, for both juvenile and adult fish, at all dams in fish bearing streams.
Design of storage dams must consider fish ladders and provide adequate flow release to maintain

fish passage where required. Loss of spawning areas and modification of fish habitat due to
storage development may require mitigation work in the affected stream.
Design plans must be submitted and accepted in writing before construction commences on any

proposed dam over 3 metres (10 feet) in height or on storage 12 dam3 (10 acre feet) or more in
volume.

All water licencees that develop storage greater than 100 dam3 (80 acre feet) shall be required to
record and report the water level of the reservoir and flows from the reservoir as directed by the

"Engineer" as defined in the Water Act of BC.
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6.6

Land Improvement

Land improvement purpose is the impoundment of water on a stream or the diversion of water

from a stream to facilitate the development of a park, to construct and maintain an aesthetic
pond, to protect property from erosion or to drain and reclaim land. No significant water quantity
is removed from the stream. Land improvement water demands are non-consumptive uses of the
water resources.

Water used to facilitate the development of park is usually maintained in a dammed lake for
recreation (i.e. boating, fishing, swimming, golf course water traps) and aesthetics. The dammed

r

lake is usually filled during the high flow period and the water levels maintained or gradually
lowered during the low flow period. Golf courses also acquire water licences to construct and
maintain dugouts or to control the volume of water in small ponds for water traps and aesthetics.
Property owners may acquire a water licence to construct and maintain dugouts or to control the
volume of small ponds for aesthetics and to increase property values. These water demands are
essentially storage developments that do not support an extractive use. Therefore, all the
requirements noted for storage development shall be required for land improvement development
where applicable. The water quantity required to facilitate the development of a park or to create
an aesthetic pond shall be the volume of the impoundment.

Constructing ditches to drain swamps or marshes, confining or straightening the meandering of
stream channels and relocating a stream channel adjacent to a property line is sometimes
proposed to accommodate subdivision or building development. Streams should not be relocated
to accommodate development. Post-development flow conditions should be maintained as near

as possible to pre-development flow conditions. The development of land improvement detention
dugouts or the control of water in natural ponds, swamps and marshes to reduce flood flow and

increase low flow releases will be encouraged. Proposed construction of works on streams that
drain swamps or marshes or increase high flow conditions and reduce low flow conditions will
not be authourized.

6.7

Conservation

Conservation purpose is the use and storage of water or the construction of works in and about a
stream for the enhancement of fish and wildlife for non-profit purposes.
Salmon enhancement proposals that would significantly increase fish stocks in the stream

channels will require the development of supporting storage to maintain required low flows.

r
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Allocation Plan Revision

The Sooke Water Allocation Plan should be reviewed and updated on or before May 1,2001.
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Miscellaneous Flow Measurements
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| Total for all Industrial Purposes: 136.69 dam3/year|
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Based on the assumption that the demand is the authourized maximum daily licenced divided by 2 to estimate the
average daily demand and multiplied by 365.25 days to determine the annual demand.

The rate is based on an estimated 90 day period demand assuming that storage, industrial and irrigation demands are
totally withdrawn over the 90 day period.
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APPENDIX E
Low Flow Licenced Water Demand by Drainage Area
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APPENDIX F
Pending Water Licence Applications
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APPLICATION
NUMBER

FILE

DEMAND

NUMBER

(damVyear)

Industrial Purpose (Watering)
Z101053

11000984

QUANTITY/ UNITS

SOURCE
Number of Licences = 1

|ZZ Pond (22847 )
Total =

77

29.70 AF

36.65

29.70 AF

36.65

Based on the assumption that the demand is the authourized maximum daily licenced divided by 2 to estimate the
average daily demand and multiplied by 365.25 days to determine the annual demand.

00 The rate is based on an estimated 90 day period demand assuming that storage, industrial and irrigation demands
are totally withdrawn over the 90 day period
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APPENDIX G
Fish Screening Requirements
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FHH SCP^NING DIRECTIVE
Government of Canada

Department of Pisheries and Oceans

WATER INTAKE PTSH PROTBCTIOH PACILITIBS

• d £ ^SSrIS Vh/AViVn
ana ^Una^^V^^^
Territory to avoid
Columbia and the Yukon Territ

as a guide " **"*" 'ilish
ilish

pursuant to Section 28 of the Fisheries Act.

PROVISIOHS OP THE FISHERIES ACT - SBCTION 28

water intake, ditch, channel or canal in Canada

r
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?IShlries9waterSfluto such w^ter intake, ditch, channel or canal.
The fish guard, screen, covering or netting shall have

Minister may appoint to examine it.
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f

The owner or occupier of

the water intake, ditch, channel or

iish into the water intake, ditch, channel or canal.

PROCEDURES FOR IWSPBCT1OH AMD APPROVAL OP IHTAKE 8TODCTDRB8

_

information:

-

2 -

1
2*.

intake structure location and dimensions.
Maximum discharge capacity of diversion.

4.

Mesh

7

Minimum and maximum water levels at the intake site.

1.

screen dimensions.

5.
6

size.

Screen material.
Fabrication details.

s!

provision for bypassing fish.

The intake structure shall then be constructed in accordance

@Si

inspected prior to installation.

SPECIFICATION
CLEANING
1 .

2.

Screen

Mesh

Size:

strands) shall not
shall not be less man

wo

««.

—■■»
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W

square-mesh wire cloth screens are recommended:

- 7 mesh, 1.025 mm (0.041

inch) wire,

51% open, 2.54 mm (0.10 inch)

mm (0.035

inch) wire,

52% open,

2.25 mm (0.09

inch)

60% open,

2.54 mm (0.10

inch)

mm (0.028 inch)

wire,

openings.
3.

not be included as part of the unobstructed screen area
4.

5.

screen from floating debris,

6*
7.

*M~Mn

&*.«•«• ihilitv

The

ice, etc.

screen

shall

be

readily

accessible

for

cnaningACaCnd8iSspe^ion.ThScreen panels or screen assemblies must be
removable for cleaning, inspection and repairs.
Allowable

"«"l"peanin9*s«T.^2?54"»i"(0:i3""ln=h) in width.

-

■„„ and Location-

3

-

The design and

location of

the

intake structure

8- fSf^Fbe suchCthat a uniform ' low distribution is maintained through
the

total

c=h

screen

Rvoass-

area.

The

intake

shall

be

designed

to

provide

a

transverse

9' JeTo^TThe component of the velocity 'parallel and adjacent to ^he
!l« face) to lead fish to a bypass or past the screens before they
become fatlqued. In no' else should the "transverse velocity be less
than double the velocity through the screen.

SPECIFICATIONS TOR INTAKE ?TPnrTORES WITH PROVISIONS POR AUTOMATIC CLEANING

without
tne

The

specifications

provisos

intake.

for

nwwe-yct

t

are

identical

automatic

«

«-<--3-

to

cleaning
-

those

for

except

.

.

intake

that

__j

structures

the

,.-.;>

minimum

nrpupntina

required to ensure seals and screen panels remain in good repair preventing
impingement and entrainment of fish and debris.

self-cleaning intake structures, the ^AViT.V^Iiir
Sest current technology available for minimizing adverse impact upon the
fisheries

resource.

ALTERNATE FISH PROTECTION FACILITIES

Enauiries

concerning

the Department's

requirements

for

indirect

intakes such a "infiltration galleries and wells, for salt water ocean
fntakeT and fir new methods o\ devices for screening intake structures
sSoSd be directeS to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Senior

Habitat Management Biologist.

Conversion

Factors;

, cbic foot per second ,cfs, • 449 O.jI^JS £
ffft*

» 1.98 acre feet per day {Ac.-Ft./day).
« 28.3 litres per second (L/sec).
■ 0.0283 cubic metres per second (cms)

0.10 inch - 3/32" (approx.) - 2.54 millimetres
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pndence and
1.

senior Habitat Management Biologist

Fraser River, Northern B.C. and Yukon Division

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Room 330, 80 - 6th Street
New Westminster, B.C.
V3L 5B3
2.

666-6479

Phone:

756-7270

Phone:

624-9385

Senior Habitat Management Biologist
South Coast Division

Department of Fisheries and oceans
3225 Stephenson Point Road

Nanaimo, B.C.

3.

Phone:

V9T

1K3

Senior Habitat Management Biologist
North Coast Division
Department of

Fisheries

Room

- 2nd Avenue West

109,

417

Prince Rupert, B.C.

and Oceans

V6J

1G8

Other Federal and Provincial agencies having J«4«Jl«Ji2 SlSbS

withdrawals and construction pertaining to watercourses in British Columbia
include:

1.

Transport Canada
Canadian Coast Guard.

2.

B.C. Ministry of Environment
Fish and Wildlife Management.

3.

B.C.

Ministry of Environment

Water Management.

4.

B.C. Ministry of Agriculture and Pood.

5.

B.C. Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing.

It may be necessary that several or all ,th«8« fancies also be
solicited for approvals prior to the installation of a water intake.
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DEEP WATER

WELL
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SCREEN

Moy be installed »n lakes ond the ocean.

SHALLOW WATER

WELL SCREEN

Moy be installed in lakes, pools, ond stable areas in rivers.

Totally submerged cylindrical shaped stoinlcss steel -ell screens provide for high intoke capocity
and large percentage of open area permitting water to enter at low velocities. Slot opemng shall
not eiceed 2.54mm (O.IOinch).
Double

fuide-roil

Screen stitfeners

VERTICAL PANEL SCREENS

Moy be instolled in rivers, lakes ond the oceon. Generoliy,

requires coorse trashrocks, a sluice gote in river

nsto Motions, douWe sets of guide-roils, ond standby
screen panels to allow for cleaning ond repairs.
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LARGE

STATIONARY

WATER

INTAKE

SCREENS

(For pumps of a capacity more then M.3 L/sec tl cf • , 449UA or S74Igpm]>
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Electrofluld
Motogeor

Heod

tarminol

Spray pipes
and nozzles

Torque tube
head shaft

•Heod sprocket

Debris and
fish trough

Screen

baskets

(or trays)

Endless
belt

chain

Serttn

frame

Chain «nd
trays

Foot sprocket

Foot thaft

CONVENTIONAL

VERTICAL

TRAVELLING

SCREEN

May be installed in rivers, lakes and the oceon.

A common screening method utilized by industry,

these self.cleaning mechanical screens with modifications con prevent impoct upon fish. Mounted
flush to the stream bonk (shoreline) or os pier intakes within streoms ond provided with on
opening on the downstream end between the intoke screens and troshrocks, juvenile fish can

generally escope entrapment. Rubber panel, tide, and boot stols art required to prevent

juvenile fish from goining entry into the pumpwell. A safe bypass system it essentibl to
return juvenile fish with debris back to the watercourse.

Automatic controls are also

necessary to ensure operation at o specific minimum head differential.

LARGE

I

INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WATER INTAKE

SCREEN

